
Once, a move to cloud was seen as a nice-to-have 
- enabling a higher degree of agility, security and a 
clearer economical IT service model.  With the rapid 
and unexpected changes to work models, cloud 
has become need-to-have, and organizations are 
accelerating their cloud journey as the urgency for 
speed and agility has become critical. 

Strengthening the case, as employers rethink legacy 
investments in workspace and datacentre real 
estate, cloud adoption is getting a huge boost.  Most 
organizations expect their cloud usage to continue to 
increase in the months and years ahead.1 

Compugen’s Managed Azure is for organizations who 
see the value in a well-managed, expertly optimized 
cloud/ hybrid cloud environment and are looking to 
leverage the skills and expertise of an experienced 
partner to deliver it. 

Where a strong cloud strategy can give your business 
the tools and agility required for success, an improperly 
managed environment can rapidly lead to escalating 

costs, and a lack of confidence from the business when 
their applications are not readily available.

The ease of cloud management can quickly take an 
environment from right-sized to over-provisioned. 
Recent studies have shown that an estimated 35% of 
cloud spend is wasted on overprovisioning and mis-
managed expenses. A strong, well-managed plan is 
essential to avoid dangerously expensive cloud pitfalls.  

Rapid scalability is one of the most compelling reasons 
to move to cloud.  The ability to easily and cost 
effectively scale up and down in response to business 
changes gives organizations an edge. A properly 
provisioned Managed Azure environment can provide 
that flexibility.

Whether you are looking for a migration and 
management coach or want someone to help you 
move and manage your environment, our team is here 
to assist.

1. SOURCE: https://info.flexera.com/SLO-CM-REPORT-State-of-the-Cloud-2020
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The Compugen Managed Azure experience

• Deliver daily on your cloud priorities with expertly managed compute, storage and network operations 

• Your Azure workloads and infrastructure configurations continually monitored and managed

• Tracking, reporting and advising on the metrics that are most important to a healthy Azure environment  

• An optimized cloud and hybrid-cloud environment through deep visibility, rapid troubleshooting,  
 high performing Azure core services, and adoption of best practices

• Speed, agility and scale

• Data residence in Canada

• Top level certifications give you a direct line to Microsoft’s top resources when you need them
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Choose the Managed Azure bundle that best fits your requirements:

Basic Standard Premier

You manage, we coach We manage it together We manage for you

Business 
Outcome

Improved visibility into cloud 
spend, workload migration 

coaching, skills 
& knowledge transfer.

Guided cloud consumption 
and proactive management.

Fully optimized, managed 
and protected cloud 

investment.

Services

Guidance and advice
Billing management

Monthly consumption 
reporting

Tenant setup
Subscription management
Azure Helpline (10 hours of 

support per month)

BASIC plus:
Designated Delivery 

Manager
24/7 Support

Monitoring & Alerts
Security enablement

Platform & Resource Health 
monitoring 

Patching and Updates
Infrastructure Backup

Workload Cost Optimization 
Security & Threat Protection

Annual Workload 
optimization 

Web-based Dashboard
Quarterly reporting

STANDARD plus:
Quarterly Executive 
Business Reviews
Remediation/fixes

Proactive application 
performance monitoring 

Quarterly Workload 
optimization 

Customized Dashboards
Enhanced Security 

Protection
Monthly reporting



For more information on how Compugen’s service 
solutions can help your organization please contact 
your Account Executive, call 1-800-387-5045, 
email sales@compugen.com, or visit compugen.com

SERVICES BY COMPUGEN

Other services you may be interested in

Advisory Services Azure Migration Assessment

Acceleration Services Azure Foundations Design and Build

Adoption And 
Consumption Services

Azure Workload Migration Bundle
Azure Tenant Care
Azure Cost Consumption – COMING SOON
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